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Arthur Miller once said: “A character is defined by the kinds of 
challenges he cannot walk away from. And by those he has walked 
away from that cause him remorse.” 
 
It’s hard to imagine a better description of Miller’s iconic character 
John Proctor and his masterwork “The Crucible.” And for those who 
might question the relevance of his taut portrayal of the 1692 Salem 
witch trials — written in response to the House Un-American 
Activities Committee of the 1950s — Blackbird Theater and Lipscomb 
University Department of Theatre have teamed up to provide a 
compelling reminder. 
 
Lipscomb Theatre chair Beki Baker demonstrates her considerable 
talent as a director, bringing Miller’s often daunting script to life with 
outstanding performances and a natural sense of rhythm. 
Ross Bolen attacks the role of John Proctor with eyes blazing, 
allowing his character’s crisis of conscience to play out in potent fits 
of rage and regret. As John’s wife Elizabeth, Shannon Hoppe 
provides the perfect counterpoint, playing the role with a beautiful 
restraint that renders their final reconciliation absolutely gut-
wrenching. 
 
In the pivotal role of Deputy Governor Danforth, Brian Webb Russell 
delivers his lines with a dangerous brand of moral certitude, perfectly 
embodying the flawed logic of “you’re either with us or against us.” 
Blackbird’s Artistic Director Wes Driver is fascinating to watch as the 
sniveling, self-serving Rev. Parris. And Sean Martin makes a 
spectacular Nashville theatre debut as Rev. Hale, approaching his 
character with uncanny precision and intensity. 
Wesley Paine is the very picture of goodness as dear Rebecca 



Nurse, and Phil Brady turns in a memorable performance as the 
cantankerous Giles Corey. 
 
The cast includes a number of Lipscomb students, who bring a 
chilling air of authenticity to their courtroom antics — chanting, 
shrieking and writhing on the floor. Emily Meinerding is excellent as 
the vengeful Abigail Williams, and Sarah Zanotti brings surprising 
dimension to the terrified Mary Warren. 
  
Andy Bleiler has conjured an unusually artful set, with a band 
shadowy faceless figures offset by David Hardy’s evocative lighting. 
Hannah Schmidt’s costumes help establish the time period nicely, 
and Beki Baker and Wes Driver deserve mention for their crisp, yet 
eerie sound design. 
 
As the lights came up at Friday’s stirring opening-night performance, I 
couldn’t help but be moved by Miller’s timeless themes — and 
disturbed by their continued relevance. As we enter a particularly 
contentious political season, “The Crucible” reminds us to be vigilant 
against fear-mongering and injustice — challenges that surely will 
define our own individual characters, along with that of our nation. 

 
What: Blackbird Theater and Lipscomb University Department of 
Theatre present “The Crucible” 
When: Through February 28. Performances at 7 p.m., Thursdays-
Saturdays; 3 p.m., Sundays. 
Where: Lipscomb University’s Shamblin Theatre, One University 
Park Drive, Nashville 
Tickets: $17 (students $5) 
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